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Report on HNB School Sanitation Awareness – Tea Landscape
1. Background
A spate of demands for increased remuneration by estate sector workers has brought the issues in
the estate sector to the forefront. Historically the descendants of indentured Indian labour, estate
sector communities have long been the most deprived in terms of facilities and infrastructure. Human
development indices ,especially those related to education and health are low in the estate sector
compared to national averages ; Along with the coastal communities, open air defecation (ODA) levels
is the highest in the estate sector with negative impacts on water quality. There has been a marked
increase in access to education in the past twenty years but environment awareness is limited due to
poor literacy levels. Skewed planning has led to some schools being given toilets but with no water
supply. There are still many schools with no water and sanitation in the estate sector. Some have
water been given water supply but no functional toilets. There is no toilet cleansing systems set up in
many estate schools. Nevertheless three factors currently contribute to long term changes in the
sector – that is 1) the new state initiative for provision of separate houses for families on 7 perch
blocks of lands 2) improved levels of education including university education 3) large scale migration
of estate youth out of the estates to the formal and semi-formal sector labour market in the urban
centres, who bring back with them the demand for improved facilities in their homes.
Hatton National Bank and Sri Lanka Water Partnership agreed to collaborate on supporting
marginalised estate sector schools in Hatton / Nuwara Eliya areas to provide sustainable sanitation
awareness and Rain Water Harvesting (RWH) systems for selected school. The programme would
focus on SDG 6 (with reference to the cross cutting issues of climate change adaptation and gender)
through awareness building for school WASH water supply health and sanitation issues.
The main target group for this activity was therefore the youth in marginalized estate Tamil school
population who are seen as the group who can inculcate positive long term behavioral changes in the
estate community, thereby positively impacting on health of communities.
The activity was planned to improve school health through building sanitation awareness while
providing rainwater harvesting tanks (RWH) in the most singularly water deprived schools in and
around Hatton during the implementation period. The novelty of this activity (the term project was
not be used due to short term nature of the work ) within the estate sector makes it challenging as
many civil society actors have found this sector as being too politicized , too controlled by the
management and too oppressed by long decades of poverty.
2. Reconnaissance survey
The team undertook initial meetings with the Dept. of Education Central Province on the 22nd October
and formalized all letters of authority. Formal agreement was reached with the Zonal Director of
Education Nuwaraeliya on 23rd October. This preliminary activity was carried out by SLWP Activity
Leader Ms. Kusum Athukorala, Project Assistant Mr Ravi Peiris and RWH construction specialist Mr
Lalith Seneviratne on 22-24th October.
A set of ten schools were identified for the Reconnaissance survey of this activity with 6 selected for
RWH systems on priority basis. The list of schools studied are as follows. Another school, Stony cliff
Tamil Vidyalam (instead of the originally proposed school Meraya TMV) has been added on the specific
request of the Director, Nuwaraeliya Zonal Education Office. The activity was carried out under the
theme ’Improved School Sanitation for better child health in estate sector in Nuwaraeliya education
zone’’.
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List of proposed schools to be surveyed are as follows:
Table 1- List of schools
School

Area

Type of school

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.

Talawakele
Lindula
Kotagala
Pathana
Pathana
Pathana
Pathana
Kotagala
Kotagala

1C, Grade 1-13
Type 2, Grade 1-9
Type 2, Grade 1-11
1C, Grade 1-13
Type 2, Grade 1-11
Type 2, Grade 1-11
Type 3, Grade 1-5
1C, Grade 1-13
Type 2, Grade 1-11

St. Claire TMV
Farham TV
Wellington TV
Dimbula TMV
Mount Vernon TV
Pathana TV
Craiglee TV
Ythanside TMV
Chrystlers Farm TV

Medium Students; Students; Students;
Boys
Girls
Total
Tamil
247
272
519
Tamil
85
85
170
Tamil
114
117
231
Tamil
269
293
562
Tamil
246
287
533
Tamil
253
213
466
Tamil
50
38
88
Tamil
218
210
428
Tamil
160
133
293

The selection criteria was as follows:
 Need: poor water availability for toilets, limited alternatives, seasonal variation in
availability.
 Interest of stakeholders - Attention of school management, Support & enthusiasm of School
community and parents
 Technical feasibility
 Agreement of the Zonal education authorities
Schools selected areas follows
Table 2 - Selected schools for installation of RWH systems, priority ranking:
School
Need
Support
Technical
Total
/enthusiasm
feasibility
1) St. Claire TMV
10
10
8
28
2) Farham TV
10
10
7
27
3) Dimbula TMV
8
10
8
26
4) Chrystlers Farm
10
8
6
24
TV
5) Wellington TV
8
8
7
23
6) Mount Vernon TV
6
8
8
22

Rank
1
2
3
4
5
6

Full details of schools is given in Annex 1
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Map of Schools Surveyed

3. Orientation programme for selected schools and pre construction RWH training
The orientation programme was an important component of the collaborative initiative of Sri Lanka
Water Partnership (SLWP), Hatton National Bank and the Central Province Department of Education.
Thirty participants from 10 selected schools (3 from each school including the principal, a teacher and
an office bearer of the school development society) had been notified to attend to the event held at
Hotel Hill Cool, Kotagala on the 26th November. (Programme agenda in Annex 2)
There were only 22 participants attending to the event, as some of expected participants were unable
to attend as public transport services in the area had been paralyzed as an unannounced public protest
was held by trade unions in the Hatton Talawakelle area on this day.
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Therefore the participants were as follows
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.

Dimbulla TV
Chrystlersfarm TV
Mount Vernon TV
Wellington TV
Farham TV
Patana TV
St. Clair TMV
Ythenside TMV
Stony Cliff TMV
Craiglee TV

2
2
1
3
2
3
3
2
3
1

Officers of the Provincial Dept of Education, Central Province– (Mr. Zarudeen, Mr. Athula
Jayawardhana), Zonal Dept. of Education, Nuwaraeliya (Mr. Piyadasa, Mr. Ajith Chandrawansa)
attended this activity. Mr. Rasu Mohanraj, social scientist from the NWSDB and Mr Lalith
Senevirathna, RWH trainer were resource persons. SLWP was represented by Ms Kusum Athukorala,
and Mr Ravi Peiris. Officers of HNB Hatton too were present at this event. (See Annex for Agenda)
The importance of communicating on health and WASH issues with the school and parents was
emphasised by the resource persons. A SWOT analysis which was carried out to understand the
ground situation was very useful to understand the issues related to health, water and sanitation in
estate schools. (The full results of the SWOT analysis is presented in Annex 3).
Dissemination of cleaning materials to schools

The schools were given packs of cleansing materials to be used at the beginning of the next school
term so that a benchmark of clean toilets can be set and maintained at inception of the year. Each
school agreed to carry out a sanitation awareness program and cleansing shramadana with the
guidance of the local PHI in the start of the school term in 2019. (More photos of the activity
documentary is in Annex 4)
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4. Construction of RWH systems
The construction of RWH systems in selected were carried out in the holidays and completed in
December. Handing over took place during the December Holidays. The completed systems were
inspected by the School Principal and the SDS representative who certified satisfactory completion.
Post construction adjustments were made in some instances at the request of the principals. (See
Handing over letters in Annex 5)
5. School Sanitation Awareness programs
School awareness programs were carried out by the Project Officer Zonal Education Office and the
Public Health Inspector. The school awareness programs were delayed due to 1) heavy work related
to new admissions 2) Thai Pongal festivities 3) priority being given to Presidential programs on
addiction and finally completed in February. Parents were invited to the programs as in the past some
parents had objected on religio-cultural grounds to the children cleaning school toilets. (See Annex
6).
6. Post Construction Maintenance Program
Though identified provision under programme was not available, a post construction visit for possible
troubleshooting, RWH system performance assessment and maintenance training was carried again
out on the 14th February 2019 by our Partner -Lions Project Director. Training was given to the
teacher’s prefects and parents. (See Annex 7)
7. Conclusion
Based on SLWP experience in the estate sector including this activity the following issues are mooted.
-

The estate sector will suffer the negative consequences of climate change due to catchment
degradation and resultant loss of water security.

-

The community does not feel a sense of stewardship of their own environment as there is no
ownership. Due to their constrained circumstances many children and adults have never even
viewed neighbouring environmentally sensitive ecosystems such as Horton Plains.

-

Maintenance of school WASH infrastructure has to be emphasised in a scenario where post
construction is generally poor in the state sector.

-

-

Continued water advocacy is needed and the education authorities need to build in suitable
conditionalities in to their regulatory framework.
Young Estate sector labour is moving out to the urban sector and provides a pool of potential
customers for HNB. HNB branches can link up for programs on financial literacy and savings
for estate schools along with youth and women.
Given the need to retain interest and mobilized commitment SLWP hopes to continue
activities with these schools especially with special programmes organised for selected
International Days such as World Water Day, Earth Day, and Toilet Day etc.
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Annex 1
Reconnaissance Survey HNB School Sanitation Activity –
Technical component
St. Claire Tamil Maha Vidyalam, Talawakele

The school is located in a hill top where no gravity or ground water is accessible, they pump a little
water from a temporary source about 50m below which dries out for several months during December
– April dry season.

They have already installed two small makeshift tanks to fetch water from roof to use in toilets, those
two tanks can hold water for just about 2-3 weeks but not even for a month without frequent rain
spells. Such rainy spells are now decreasing.
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Although the school facing water scarcity most of the times of the year, all the toilets were well
maintained and cleansing was seen a regular practice in this school as they never expected the team
or other visitors to arrive on a public holiday.
There will be multiple benefits from installing a model rainwater harvesting in this school as;
a) the school will solve their critical water issue.
b) this site can be use as a show case for good utilisation of a rain water harvesting system as
this school located very close to a famous tourist attraction site (S. Clair’s water fall
observation point), Technical feasibility: RWH construction is possible.

Farham Tamil Vidyalam, Lindula, Talawakele

The school has two buildings that locate in a hill top above the community settlement. This is a
remotely located small Tamil school in difficult terrain with classes upto grade 9, with about 180
students comprising of a single estate community on Farham tea estate.
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The school located about 8 km away from Lindula- Nagasena and about 15 km away from
Talawakele town.

The main water distribution tank of the village is located below the school and there are direct water
connection to the school. Even water supply to the village is very uncertain as water sources located
far away and gravity fed pipe lines has to travel long distance through several communities before
reaching this community.Moreover the community is expanding rapidly and many start to pump water
from wells in the valley below.The competition for water is very high and many persons, some of them
parents of schoolchildern are reportedas trying to “ steal “water from others’ supply by breaking pipe
lines and/or inserting illicit connections.
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Some years back a reputed INGO ,World Vision, had installed a water system in the school pumping
water from the vally below, providing storage tank, pump and pipe lines and handwashing facilities,
but system was abandoned soon due to high cost of pumping up to hill, damage due to vandalism by
competitors and lack of maintenance.

Currently the usual practice in this school is to clean toilets only in
special occasions when visitors comes to the school or the toilets are
smelling very badly. When the smell becomes unbearable, the
teachers direct the students to haul water in buckets from the
distribution tank and wash toilets. In special occasions they arrange
to connect temporary pipelines to pump water to the tank. On the
day of the school visit , they were preparing for a special occasion,
the forthcoming opening ceremony of two upgraded primary
classrooms funded by World Vision. Everybody in the school was
busy washing toilets by carrying water buckets, and a parent was
laying a temporary pipeline to pump water to the tank.
The enthusiasm of school community can be captured if a
sustainable sanitation system and a proper maintenance training is
given; there are many young teachers who were directing and supporting the cleansing of the
environment; the young energetic head mastress was also very enthusiastic about the proposed
rainwater system as she felt water was the most critical problem in school.
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Technical feasibility: four toilet blocks located behind the main building (pic) as the same ground
level as the building. Roof height is about (pic) and there are no gutters fixed in that side.

Wellington Tamil Vidyalam, Kotagala

This is a very remotely located estate Tamil school, which is located below the scenic Sangilimale rock,
where about 250 students from several estate communities are studying in classes 1 to 11.There are
several very old school buildings and a new main hall on a higher ground.

School buildings are spread throughout a wide area where several school buildings, a Hindu temple
and other community buildings are located in a common ground.
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The school is accessed via a severely degraded road 9 km away from the Kotagala town or a 4km walk
through a railway tunnel (Sangilimale) to the Hatton town.
The school and the nearby community depends on the several small water sources, with water
availability being drastically reduced during dry spells resulting no water for school during December
– April period. There were several proposals prepared by World Vision to connect the school to a
permanent water source in the upper hill which will cost several millions; as the school community
unable to fulfil their contribution that project is now at a standstill. World Vision does not want to fully
fund the project without the community contribution for electricity as it is a very large investment,
the pipes run a long distance without protection and therefore could be easily vandalised. School
authorities are of view this activity will not be feasible.
The enthusiasm of school community is high. A dedicated hardworking school management have been
able to obtain many facilities to the school with collaboration of agencies, including new toilet blocks
and handwashing facilities, CCTV system for security etc, but are unble to solve water issue due to
high contribution they will have to pay for electricity.
Technical feasibility:

There are three newly built toilets blocks located far away corners of the school ground, all the
toilets located in lower places, but there will be a high cost for connecting all three blocks located
the remote corners.
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If the rain water system building is close to the main building in higher ground all three blocks can be
connected effectively.

Dimbula Tamil Maha Vidyalam, Patana.

A mid-level Tamil school with classes up to university entrance (grade 13) with about 600 students.
The school is located on a main road and not limited to a single estate but many students from
resources-poor nearby estates. Many students walk 2-4 km to school.
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The school is located in the Talawakela – Nawalapitiya road about 10km away from Talawakelle town.
The location is in between two small hills; the water source for the school is located little above the
school, below a small hill with less than 10 acres of catchment area and hence yield is very low during
dry period of the year. Both the school and estate line houses are situated just below the school
competing for use of the same source; during the dry months, the school faces a severe water crisis.

Sometimes ago a German funded volunteer organisation (Kansermen Sri Lanka) has improved water
and sanitation facilities with installation of a storage tank and repaired toilets, but this project could
not provide enough water to clean toilets during dry months due to poor yield and competition from
estate line houses. The rainwater tank directly connected to the toilet system would solve the
problem.

Mount Vernon Tamil Vidyalam, Patana
An Estate Tamil school with about 500 students and classes up to Grade 11. School is located in Mount
Vernon estate in Patana.The School is currently obtaining water from two sources; the old gravityfed
pipe line from the estate and by pumping from a shallow protected well. The supply from the old pipe
line is very uncertain as its come through several line houses and very frequently dries out due to
vandalism or breakdowns and illicit diversions. The pump line alone cannot provide enough water
during dry months as the small feeder streams dry out due to degradation of the catchment .
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Community support and enthusiasm is high : This school has three toilet blocks and handwashing
facilities, most of them were built by the German volunteer agency Kansermen Sri Lanka. It was
obvious that those systems have not been well maintained for several months, but the Principal
expressed regret explaining that he had only been recently transferred to the school and there had
been no proper management for the preceding period. He has to now investigate all the breakdowns
in the school infrastructure and are making arrangements to repair them.
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Technical feasibility:
If a rainwater system is connected to the main hall, both toilet blocks could easily be connected.The
school can run a handwashing system well by pumping from the protected well, haphazard supply
from the old estate pipe line can be utilized to top up rainwater system when needed.

Patana Tamil Vidyalam, Patana

A school with about 500 students in classess from grade 1 upto 11, located next to the Kotagala
divisional Hospital on the Nuwara Eliya – Avissawella highway, there is a stream by the school and
school is getting gravity fed water in addition to pumping from a well dug in the stream bed. There
are no scarcity as the school is located in a hill slope.

Craiglee Tamil Vidyalam, Patana
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This is a small estate primary school with about 88 student up to grade 5. A very resources poor school
but they have ample water through a gravity fed pipeline from the estate; but there may be
interuptions when very heavy rains burst the pipes.

Ythanside Tamil Maha Vidyalam, Kotagala
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A Maha Vidyalayam with about 450 students, located in a valley; World Vision recently has improved
water supply and it has no issue at all.

Chrystlers Farm Tamil Vidyalam, Kotagala

A School with about 300 students, it has two sections; the main complex that located in a valley has
no water issue as it has a borehole fitted with solar panel powered stock tanks. But the primary section
located on a hill slope about 500 away from main complex has no water supply at all.

Main block and its water supply
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The Primary section is located some 500m away from the main block .It consists of a single old hall,
this is a neglected part of the school, there about 100 students in 4 classes, one toilet block and no
water supply at all.

Teachers direct students to carry water buckets from a house to clean toilets when the smell becomes
too bad.
This neighbourhood has several water options. There is an old gravity fed pipe line supplying water to
the old block, but they did not want to share it as water sources decline in the dry season .There are
many temporary springs everyone in the community uses in the wet season. There is a community
water tank connected to a pump below in the valley, usually it operates only in dry season when
people ready to pay extra money for water.

Community support and enthusiasm:
Everybody (teachers, students and
community) are used to the current
irregular sanitation behaviour and are
not paying much attention to need of
water for sanitation at school. The
rainwater system alone cannot change
the situation, this school needs a
special orientation program to change
maintenance behaviour. There are
several old non functioning water
systems provided by different agencies/NGOs at different times which have been neglected when
pumps or pipes got damaged.

Technical feasibility:
The roof is corroded but strong, height to the gutter level is about 8ft and there are no connected pipe
lines to toilets. The activity should pay attention for possible vandalism too as many youth gather in
evenings in the ground above the school; alcoholism is high in the estate sector.
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Annex 2
Agenda - Orientation day, Hotel Hill cool, Kotagala

8.30 AM: Registration of participants and Morning Tea
9.00 AM: Inauguration,
 Welcome speech by Mr. Ajith Chandrawansa, Project Officer at Zonal
Education Office – Nuwaraeliya behalf of the Director of same office.
 Speech by Mr. Zharudeen, AD Provincial Dept. of Education
 Speech by representative HNB
 Speech by Ms. Kusum Athukorala, SLWP
9.45 AM:

Lecture on social and cultural issues related to health and sanitation in
the estate sector by Mr. Mohanraj, Social Scientist at WASSIP / NWSDB.

10.30 AM:

Lecture on Management issues related to development of sanitation by
Mr. Zarudeen, Director Development at Central Provincial Dept of
Education.

11.30 AM:

Introduction to RWH for school sanitation and pre construction training
by Mr. Lalith Senevirathna.

12.00 PM

SWOT analysis and related group work led by Ms. Kusum Athukorala
and Mr. Mohanraj

12.30 PM:

Presentation of SWOT result by schools and discussion and panel
discussion (Mr. Piyadasa, Zonal Director of Education, Mr. Ajith, Ms.
Kusum Athukorala, Mr. Ravi Pieris and Mr. Mohanraj.)

1.00 PM

Directions and guidance on incorporating sanitation programs (Toilet
day program and school sanitation activities at opening of new school
year) to annual school program. Mr. Piyadasa, Zonal Director of
Education.

1.30 PM

Vote of thanks.

1.45 PM

Group discussion – planning for RWT construction by selected schools.

2.15 PM

Lunch & Close of the program.

3.00-4.30PM

Preconstruction maintenance training for selected schools – Mr
Lalith Seneviratne
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Annex 3
SWOT analysis result by schools

School: No 1 Patana TV












S
Well maintenance
Good students
Improved environment
Waste management
Water scheme available
O
Water will be provided
Environment to be
improved
Healthy students
Students attendance will
be improved
Toilets under construction
Good results

W
 Less toilets than required
for number of students
(only 6 available)
 Water is not clean
T
 No space / room for
increasing students

School: No 2 Stonycliff TMV






S
Water source is good
Enough toilets available
Parents support
Good team of teachers
Enough space available








O
 Services of Lanka Jalani
 Training programmes
 Students training





W
No maintenance
No fence, outsiders use
and damage resources
No separate pipeline
Students are not trained to
maintain resources
No water storage tank
No filter system
T
Space
Maintenance
Fence
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School No 3 St. Clair TMV.
S
 Can provide water through
RWH







O
 Trying to improve with
RWH
 Willing to introduce
modern RWH






W
Broken gutters
Not enough water
Lack of storage facility
Outside children want
water
Toilets aren’t used due to
water scarcity
T
Dengue spread
Brocken gutter issue
Student attendance may
reduce
MHM issue

School No 4 Wellington TV






S
Enough toilets are
available
Space and tank available
CCTV security available
Parent support
MHM cleaning done











O
Good students
Students will improve if
water is available
Planning for gardening
Change of attitude




W
Estate workers and the
school share the same
pipeline
Problems caused by
pigeons
No fences and disturbance
from animal
Problem of access between
school building as the
muster shed and public
road go across the school
premises
T
Risk of landslide
Transfer of teachers and
sustainability of work in
question
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School No 5 Ferham TV









S
Water available
Gardening
Parents support
Two tanks available
Teachers support
O
Planning RWH and
gardening
Training of students for
gardening
Awareness of parents

W
 Estate people also use
same water line
 Non affordability of
maintenance work
T
 Support for sustainability

School No 6 Ythenside TMV







S
Water available
Washroom available
Nearest school, better
school project and world
vision support
Good results (grade 5 and
O/L)
No enough teachers
O
Enough toilets will be
constructed

W
 Estate residents also use
the same water source
 No fence
 Outside people also use
school resources

T
 Outside support wouldn’t
last long

School No 7 Chrystler’s Farm





S
Enough water
Good toilets
Gardening
Good teachers and
students






W
Sanitation issues
No water for primary
section
No gardening at primary
section
Disturbances from pigeons
and animals
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 No fence
 People are narrow minded
 No awareness








O
SCWP support
Forming groups / teams for
maintenance
SDS awareness /
discussions
Proper distribution of
water through adequate
number of water taps
Toilets to be maintained
continuously
Monitoring by zonal and
province departments






T
RWH sustainability is a
question due to changing
weather
Fence
Maintenance
People change in a
negative way

School No 8 Craiglee TV














S
Enough toilets
Leadership and the team
are good
Neighbours committed in a
monitoring team
Enough space (02 ha)
Fence
Time table for cleaning
Teachers and students
have positive attitudes
O
Attendance will improve
Happy environment
Happy to cause social
change
Planning to provide toilets
for each classroom
Students change attitude
in a positive manner






W
Parents support is lacking
due to their time of work
No student act
independently
No dedicated waterline
No storage tank

T
 No enough space within
classroom
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School No 9 Dimbula TMV
S
 Leadership
 Team
 All kind of resources







O
 Organisations support
 Support from outsiders
 Attendance results will
improve





W
No water sources
Students are not
independent
Maintenance cost is a
burden
Fence not constructed
Animal and neighbours
cause disturbances
T
New housing scheme
constructed close to the
school discharge waste to
school premises
Increase drop outs

School No 10: Mount Vernon TV
S
 Enough resources
available
o human
o parents
o water
o money
o physical










O
 attitude change in a
positive manner
 hope of students for
better future




W
teachers and students have negative
attitudes
division of work not implemented
maintenance issue
no commitment among students
more water needed but more
wasting of water
not enough toilets
no proper drainage
no drinkable water
T
soil erosion
increasing no of students
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Annex 4
Orientation Programme Photos
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Annex 5
SLWP – HNB Tea Landscape Programme
(Construction and Handing over of Rain Water Harvesting Tanks (RWH) to Six Schools)
Schedule
Name of the School
1) Welinton TV, Hatton
2) Dimbula TMV, Patana
3) Chrystler’s Farm TV, Kotagala
4) Mount Vernon TV, Patana
5) St. Clair TV, Thalwakelle
6) Ferham TV, Thalawakelle

Handed over Date
2018/12/20
2018/12/20
2018/12/20
2018/12/20
2018/12/20
2018/12/20

Photos of the completion of construction and letters of handing over are attached below.
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Welinton TV, Hatton
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Dimbula TMV, Patana
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Chrystler’s Farm TV, Kotagala
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Mount Vernon TV, Patana
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St. Clair TV, Thalwakelle
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Ferham TV, Thalawakelle
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Annex 6
School Sanitation Awareness Programme
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Annex 7
um$kqjrt<sh wOHdmk fldÜGdIfhA mdi,A yhl iA:dms; l,
jeisc, gexls moAO;s NdroSu

—wyfikA jefgk
tlA oshì`olAj;A
m%fhdAckhg fkdf.k
uqyqog fkdhjkAk'˜
-merl=ïnd rcq -

uq,H odhl;Ajh - yegkA keIk,A nexl=j
;dË‚l odhl;Ajh - ,xld c,ks
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mdi,A kdu f,ALKh

um$kq $osUq, fou< uyd úoHd,h
um$kq $ujqkAÜj¾kkA fou< úoHd,h
um$kq $ fikAÜ lAf,hd¾ fou< uyd úoHd,h
um$kq $m¾yï fou< uyd úoHd,h
um$kq $fj,sxgkA fou< úoHd,h
um$kq $ls%iA,iAmdï fou< úoHd,h
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ye|skAùu
yegkA keIk,A nexl=fõ uq,H odhl;AjfhkA iy ,xld c,ks wdh;kfhA
;dË‚l odhl;AjfhkA kqjrt<sh l<dm wOHdmk ld¾Hd,fhA iyfhdA.fhkA
yegkA" ;,jlef,A iy kqjrt<sh j;= wdY%s; mdi,Aj, orejkAf.A ikSmdrË
lghq;= jeäoshqkq lsÍu ioyd l<dm wOHË;=udf.A ks¾foAY u; mdi,A 10 lA
f;dArd.kAkd ,os'
tu jevigyk hgf;A m,uq woshr ioyd mdi,A 06 l jeis c, gexlss moAo;s 06
lA iA:dms; lr kv;A;= lsÍu iïnkkAofhkAo oekqj;A lrk ,os'
tfukAu mdi,A ikSmdrËdj iïnkAo
A fhkA oekqj;A lsÍfï jevigyklAo
mj;Ajk ,os'
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Dimbula T.V.
Construction
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Handing over

RWH Tank maintenance training program
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Mount Vernon T.V.
Construction
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Handing over
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RWH Tank maintenance training program
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Ferham T.M.V.
Construction
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Handing over
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RWH Tank maintenance training program
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St.Clair T.V.
Construction
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Handing over
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RWH Tank maintenance training program
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Chrystlers Farm T.V.
Construction
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RWH Tank maintenance training program
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Welinton T.V.
Construction
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RWH Tank maintenance training program
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